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lmages of novels on the 
Mexican revolution: 
Hippolytus' mirror 

Preamble 

Santa: The flesh is ful! of sorrow 

The history of the twentieth century 

Mexican novel begins with the 

publication of Santa, by Federico 
Gamboa, in 1902. This is the first 

genuinely modem novel written in 

Mexico, a paradigm of Mexican 

naturalisrn, an inventory of the taboos 
and fantasies ofthe Porfirian era, a 

portrait of Mexico City and its 

luxurious brothels; but it is, above ali, 
the debut of one of the first truly vital 
characters in Mexican literature. 

Because in spite ofthe evident 

mark of Emile Zola 's Nana on 
Gamboa's novel, and notwithstanding 
the influence ofthe impressionistic 

prose of Flaubert, Gamboa was able to 

create a profoundly believable, real, 
almost tangible character: a woman of 
fatal curves and unyielding innocence, 

whose perversion consists of nothing 

more than the search for salvation 
through sin. 

Santa is a novel which opened the 

universe ofprivate life to Mexican 

literature. This disclosure is also a 
disclosure ofthe body, of desire and 
sexuality. lt is no coincidence that the 

extended metaphor which Gamboa 

employs in the novel, its recurrent 
theme, is that ofthe flesh: flesh for 
sacrifice, ritual flesh, prostituted flesh. 

It is here that the new textual space 
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comes into play; the metaphoric 

irruption ofprivate life into the public 

arena, the predominance of lowness 

over more elevated ideals, appear in 

Santa's toro flesh. 
A reversal of values: the 

underworld is enthroned and becomes 

the new décor of the Mexican novel. 

In his seminal work los bajos fondos 
(The underworld), Sergio González 

Rodríguez explores the dialectic of 

low and high, while discovering the 
aesthetics of marginality in Mexican 
literature. Marginality is what has 
given meaning to Mexican literature: 

marginal desire, social marginality, 

and also the margination of elitism. 
However, as l mentioned above, 

Gamboa was very much influenced by 

Flaubert's style and the themes of 
Zola. Despite the novel's setting-in 

Mexico City- and the numerous 

innovations which it introduced into 

Mexican literature, Santa is still very 
much a French work, too literary and 
too artificial. 

The objections I have raised 

regarding Gamboa's novel 
notwithstanding, there is a character 
in Santa who deserves greater 

attention: Hippolytus, the blind piano 

player in the brothel where Santa 
works. Eternally in love with the 
heroine (an obvious projection ofthe 

author) and the archetype ofthe 

scomed lover, he is also the 
predecessor of Agustín Lara (again, it 
is no coincidence that Lara played 

Mauricio Malina* 

Hippolytus in one of the film 
versions of Santa); this character is 

an allegory of Mexican literature, 

whose modemism still isn 't 

completely defined. He is a blind 
man with character. 

When Santa is dying of cervical 

cancer, she arrives at Hippolytus' 

house, where she finds a mysterious 
mirror. Here the reader might ask: 

What use would a blind man have for 

a mirror? The answer, perhaps, is not 
to see himself, but so that others might 
see him from the outside. 

Not only does the mirror reflect 

the invisible face of a blind man in love 
with a prostitute, but also the undefined 
form ofMexicans at the tum ofthe 
century who did not yet know who they 

were or what they looked Like. 

Overture 

Los de abajo (The underdogs): 

Living to die 

Fourteen years later, Hippolytus' 
mirror is broken. Hitherto unheard-of 
characters begin to appear in 

Mexican novels, spawned by 
exploitation and barbarity. Toe 
downtrodden explode onto the scene 

as the new marginals, the 

disinherited: beings without 
archetypes, without models in other 
national literatures; profoundly 

Mexican characters who, like 

Hippolytus, search for a lost face. 
If Federico Gamboa was a poet of 

the flesh who created the myths 
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with Rulfo, Mexican novels acquire 
new features. 

However, the masterful 
conclusion of Pedro Páramo does not 
obey the rules oftraditional fiction as 
Santa does, or as Los de abajo or 
¡ Vámonos con Pancho Villa! adhered 
to the rules of epic narrative. Nor does 
it follow the development ofthe 
political novel as in la sombra del 
caudillo. Rulfo's novel follows the 
logic of myth and poetry. 

Rulfo knew how to close the 
cycle: Pedro Páramo is not only the 
best novel ever written in Mexico, it 

is the beginning of modern Latin 

American fiction. Without Rulfo's 

groundbreaking effort, novels such as 
Gabriel García �árquez' Cien años 

de soledad (One hundred years of 
solitude), Mario Vargas Llosa's La 

casa verde (The green house), or 
Juan Carlos Onetti's La vida breve 
(The brief life), would simply have 
been impossible. 

Comala is the place where we go 
after we have been expelled from this 
world. Pedro Páramo is a teetering 
stone statue of the revolution. A dead 
revolution. We are inhabitants of 
Comala, condemned to live out the 
cyclical myth of a past revolution. 
The aridness of Comala symbolizes 
the erosion of a myth which has 
tumed to stone. 

Since Rulfo, one can no longer 
continue the cycle, except in the 
Ianguage of poetry and myth. lt is no 
coincidence that Carlos Fuentes used 
the metaphor of death in La muerte 
de Artemio Cruz (The death of 
Artemio Cruz), or that more recently, 
Ignacio Solares, in his novel Madero, 
el otro (The other Madero), includes 
a dead man who communicates with 
the living. 

Rulfo's style is unadomed like 
Azuela's, violent, like Muñoz', and 
profoundly political, Iike Guzmán's. 
Nevertheless, his greatest achievement 
lies in the cyclical structure of eternal 
return within which his characters are 
enclosed. Long before a writer like 

Milan Kundera could popularize the 
idea of eternal return and revisitation, 
it had already been masterfully done 
by Rulfo. 

A novel of dialogues in which the 
monologues of the dead are 
interwoven Iike signals emitted from a 
mythical world, a novel of impossible 
love, like Santa; a novel of erosion 
and the impossibility of redemption, 
Pedro Páramo endures, a scar on 
Mexican fiction. 

The dead speak the language of 
poetry, which is the language ofthe 
future, of the abandonment of the 

myth of the revolution as a central 

theme in Mexican fiction. 

It is no coincidence that the two 
central works of the first half of the 
twentieth century in Mexico are 
Pedro Páramo and Octavio Paz' El 

laberinto de la soledad (The 
labyrinth of solitude ). Both deal with 
the problem of Mexican identity: 
Rulfo holds that we are children of a 
dead chieftain; for Octavio Paz, we 
are beings whose identity is the 
identity of death. Both write of the 
impossibility of retum. Expelled from 
a lost paradise, we point on towards 
the future like Demetrio Macías, 
watching with irony as the statues of 
Tiburcio Maya, the caudillo, and 
Pedro Páramo begin to crumble. 

Comala is our only territory; we 
inhabit the posthurnous universe of 
Pedro Páramo. After the revolution, 
Mexican fiction had to strike out along 
new paths, seeking new languages and 
settings. Thanks to Rulfo, the Mexican 
novel opened upa new, unheard-of 
vein, toward myth and poetry. 

Coda 

Once the revolution was over, its 
scars healed, and the distant plumes 
of smoke cleansed from the horizon, 
we became again the distant 
Hippolytus, the blind pianist of 
Santa: blind men who see themselves 
in a broken mirror, searching for 
fragments of a imaginary identity. 
This identity remains etched in 
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scattered images: Demetrio Macías, 
dead, pointing towards the future; 
Tiburcio Maya carrying his secret to 
the grave; General Aguirre, shot by 
an inept firing squad, and Pedro 
Páramo, wom away by thc erosion of 
a decadent revolutionary myth. 

I would like to quote the 
following lines from Retorno 
maléfico (Pernicious return) by 
Ramón López Velarde, poet and 
contemporary of Azuela, Muñoz and 
Guzmán, who shared a deep sense of 
fratemity with Juan Rulfo. These 
fines exemplify the feeling that we 

have ali been expelled from the myth 

of a revolution which no longer has 
anything to say to us except through 
the language of poetry and myth: 

Ir is best no/ to go back to the village. 

To that subverted Eden which is silent 

Under the m11tilation of the machine-gun � 


